Will Shortz Presents The Little Black Book Of Sudoku: 400 Puzzles
It's smart. It's stylish. It's fun! And with its unique design, Will Shortz Presents The Little Black Book of Sudoku is bound to be the "must-have" collection for any puzzle fan. Edited by crossword great Will Shortz, this beautiful book offers 400 easy-to-hard puzzles in a convenient portable size, perfect for carrying in your purse, briefcase, or backpack. Features:* 400 sudoku puzzles, arranged according to difficulty* Sleek design with a covered spiral binding makes it easy to solve puzzles* Durable hardcover protects the book as it travels with you wherever you go* The perfect gift for any holiday* Edited by Will Shortz.
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Customer Reviews
Will Shortz is a fabulous puzzle editor, and this collection is one of his best. The spine of the book is spiral, which fascilitates puzzle working. Extremely high quality paper makes it easy to erase notes or mistakes. I recommend this to anyone who enjoys sudoku. It has four levels of difficulty, 100 puzzles of each level.

This is the third time I have bought this exact book, so that should tell you how much I like it. There are 100 puzzles for each level of difficulty for a total of 400 puzzles. Great quality paper, easy-to-use spiral binder.

I recently turned 30, so I made a list of 30 things to do while I'm 30. One of the things was to
complete an entire book of sudoku puzzles. After reading the reviews of this book, I bought it. Other reviewers complained about the cover over the spiral binding. And yeah... it's annoying. But I cut the part of the cover that is over the spiral binding off and it lays perfectly flat. Check out the customer pics that I posted that shows it lying flat. As for the actual puzzles, I can't totally speak for the quality but I'm enjoying working through them. Right now I'm still in the Light and Easy section and they are... light and easy. I would definitely recommend this book to a friend.

I do the puzzles in this book with a nice, sharp #2 Ticonderoga pencil that has a good eraser. The pencil glides along the the very fine paper in this beautifully formatted book. The hard binding provides a great writing surface. I find doing the puzzles satisfying on a variety of levels--from the intellectual to the purely sensual. The puzzles range from easy to beyond difficult and are printed large, one per page. This is my favorite puzzle book ever. I can't wait for the next one.

There are four levels of play. Our 4-year-old and I have a running joke about the hardest level. The level is called "Beware - Very Challenging!" and we say it in our scariest voices. The puzzles are much harder than our newspaper's.

Love all the puzzles and the variety of difficulties. HATE the binding. Pages are coming out. The back of the book came off the spiral. We've resorted to ripping out the pages we've finished with to try to keep it together.

Big disappointment. Wasted my money. I learned the hard way the difference between spiral bound and wire bound. This is a wire bound book which does not lie flat or spin around to become flat. I took the advice of other reviewers and removed the hard binding covering the wires which now causes the pages to fall out because the wires are open along the spine. It's also hard to use because the circumference of the wires is too large, thus making it difficult to write in the blocks close to the wires and I have small hands. It's too bad because I do like the page size, the puzzles are large and easy to see, and the paper suffers a lot of erasing without damage. The idiot publisher needs to make this a spiral bound book. Until then, I recommend you buy something else.

Just got this book about 3 weeks ago and I'm hooked! I'm very quickly going sudoku kuku! The book is very neat and sexy and with 400 puzzles in all levels, I'm going to be occupied for a while. Just this past weekend I solved my very first "Beware! Very Challenging" puzzle and I going crazy.
with excitement. If you love Sudoku, get this book!!!
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